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Abstract 
Rating accuracy is one of the fundamental standards in educational assess-
ment to ensure the quality and integrity. Inaccuracy in academic assessment 
engenders negative implications towards student’s motivation and raters’ 
credibility. Therefore, this paper seeks to provide a discussion on rating ac-
curacy in educational assessment based on Brunswik’s lens model. The model 
contends that raters’ ratings are not completed directly but through the exis-
tence of many factors including raters’ variability, rating scales and domains 
assessed. Raters’ idiosyncrasy is scrutinized by describing varied sources that 
can threaten rating accuracy. This model explains how intervening factors 
moderate the relationship between candidates’ capabilities and observed 
scores. The discussion may shed some light on the endeavors to inspire raters 
to be effective and uphold the values of reliable raters through the implemen-
tation of thoughtful rater training that incorporates scoring practices, expo-
sure on rater bias and self-directed reflection. Future attempts are necessary 
for understanding the interaction among intervening factors that influence 
raters and differences of rating accuracy produced by internal and external 
raters. 
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1. Introduction 

The challenge of any performance assessment lies on its ability in assuring stu-
dents’ scores to comply with standard measurement properties (Sundqvist, 
Wikström, Sandlund, & Nyroos, 2018). These properties refer to validity, reliabil-
ity, accuracy and fairness maintained throughout the assessment procedures 
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(AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014). Validity is the extent to which the test realizes 
the intention of the test developer and how evidence is in support of the inter-
pretation of candidates’ marks (Baksh, Sallehhudin, & Hamin, 2019). It is 
achieved when items used intentionally measure what it purports to measure as 
described in the purpose of the assessment and thus can be trusted to categorize 
candidates based on their competencies in the measured domains. Reliability re-
lates to how scores obtained by candidates are consistent even though the as-
sessment occurs at different times, places and conditions (Coaley, 2009). Fair-
ness in assessment is evident when assessment procedures do not give threat or 
create irrelevant variance towards any individuals in the intended population of 
candidates throughout all phases of assessment development, administration 
and interpretation. It will ensure that none of the candidates are assessed with 
bias, a major threat to fairness in assessment (Engelhard, Wang, & Wind, 2018) 
and all candidates are given equitable opportunity to manifest their capabilities. 
These properties are important factors in promising standards of education 
assessment especially for high-stakes testing as candidates’ life-changing deci-
sions hinged mainly on their performance in the test (Ameen, Sallehhudin, 
Kemboja, & Baksh, 2014). While maintaining these three factors in objective 
items appears to be easily monitored, that is not the case for subjective items as 
human raters are assigned to score candidates’ answers. Subjective items 
scored subjectively by human raters give chance for irrelevant variances to jeo-
pardize the three factors. 

2. Brunswik’s Lens Model 

Lens model by Brunswik (1956) can be utilized in comprehending rating process 
involving human raters. This model accentuates indirect relationship between 
candidates’ capabilities and scores given by raters. Raters cannot directly observe 
and assess candidates due to the existence of intervening factors including do-
mains assessed, rating scales and raters’ variability. In rater-mediated assess-
ment, the model offers a theoretical framework to discuss the relationship be-
tween a latent variable, students’ performance and an observed variable, score 
finalized by raters. Subjective items which require candidates to construct their 
own answers can be rated objectively based on rigid answer schemes or subjec-
tively when raters are given flexibility (Haladyna & Rodrigues, 2013). In subjec-
tively scoreditems, raters are normally provided with rubric, scoring procedures, 
marking criteria, general criteria of accepted answers and sometimes exemplar 
answer samples. It renders the rating process to be complex as candidates’ an-
swers are scored with the aid of varied cues and information. In addition, raters 
need to be able to recognize whether potential factors affecting their assessment 
is relevant or irrelevant (Engelhard et al., 2018) to discriminate candidates in the 
assessed domains fairly. These factors may include candidates’ use of language 
embellishment (Saadat & Alavi, 2018), context of the assessment, nature of the 
items, layout of candidates’ answers (Cooksey, Freebody, & Wyatt-Smith, 2007), 
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raters’ professionalism, characteristics of the testing such as topics covered 
(Südkamp, Kaiser, & Möller, 2012), and their performance in previous testing 
(Oudman, Pol, Bakker, Moerbeek, & Gog, 2018). The complexity of rating 
process is well-explained in the model as it delineates how an individual makes 
judgment upon what he or she observes as well as the process he or she engages 
in while making the judgment (Wind, Stager, & Patil, 2017). Figure 1 shows the 
components in the lens model encompassing the process of how students’ per-
formance is assessed by raters through cues and raters’ variability. The cues in-
clude how raters understand the domains assessed and rating scales, while raters’ 
variability covers their background, professionalism and severity (Hammond, 
1996). Thus, the quality of assessment is determined by the difference between 
candidates’ real performance and marks obtained by candidates (Vögelin, Jan-
sen, Keller, Machts, & Möller, 2019).  

3. Rater Accuracy 

Brunswik’s lens model highlights raters’ accuracy as one of the intervening fac-
tors towards the relationship between candidates’ capabilities and marks they 
receive. Rater accuracy refers to a kind of effect brought by raters resulting in 
candidates receive marks that do not reflect their true abilities (Scullen, Mount, 
& Goff, 2000). It is raters’ tendency to score students’ answers far from the ex-
pected marks. Rater accuracy can be observed through five indicators which are 
severity/leniency, central tendency, randomness effect, halo effect and differen-
tial severity/leniency (Myford & Wolfe, 2004) (Figure 2). 

Severity is raters’ inclination to generate marks lower than other raters to-
wards the same candidates. A severe rater underestimates candidates’ capability 
by providing lower marks as compared to their warranted performance (Noor 
Lide, 2011). On the contrary, leniency is problematic as candidates are given 
higher marks than their true performance when a lenient rater scores their an-
swers (Wind, 2018). Failure to manage severity and leniency will contribute to 
construct-irrelevant variability that can give impact on candidates’ success in the 
assessment. Raters’ ability to demonstrate average severity consistently will ena-
ble candidates of the same competencies to be awarded with similar scores. It is  
 

 
Figure 1. Brunswik’s lens model as adapted from Engelhard and Wind (2018). 
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Figure 2. Rating accuracy indicators. 

 
intolerable if two candidates of the same competencies receive different scores 
because their answers are rated by raters of dissimilar severity level. Next, central 
tendency happens when raters are attracted to use only a subset of rating point 
scales though candidates’ performances may vary across the range of the scales 
(Wind & Schumacker, 2017) due to raters overuse central categories of ratings 
scales too frequent that they ignore the highest or lowest categories of the score 
points. Avoiding extreme score is raters’ strategy in ensuring they are not consi-
dered as an outlier and distinct from other raters and perhaps to play safe (Wu, 
2017). By doing so, they will not be questioned of why they score candidates 
with too high or too low marks and consequently challenges the fairness in rat-
ing as excellent candidates are given low marks and less capable candidates 
manage to get high marks even though they do not exhibit outstanding perfor-
mance. Such unfair judgment will imperil rating accuracy and may as well re-
duce candidates’ motivation. 

Then, raters’ failure to be consistent in applying one or more rating scales in 
comparison to other raters departs from randomness effect (Eckes, 2015). In 
ranking candidates based on their performance, raters who demonstrate ran-
domness effect tend to rank candidates in contrasting order than the other raters 
(Myford & Wolfe, 2004). Raters’ propensity to rate with randomness may antic-
ipate that they are unable to discriminate candidates based on their ability well 
and their inability to understand how one should rate candidates’ work. Halo ef-
fect occurs when raters are inclined to generate equal marks to every domain as-
sessed for a candidate and unable to make fine discrimination among the do-
mains especially when they are tasked to rate using analytical scoring. It is also 
evident when a particular domain gives influence on another domain either re-
sulting in higher or lower total marks (Bijani, 2018). It is the consequences of 
raters allowing their global conception of candidates to domineer their judgment 
and ignore the fact that candidates may be heterogeneous in their mastery of 
different domains (Hennington, Bradley, Crews, & Hennington, 2013). Raters’ 
inclination towards halo effect engenders inability to segregate candidates based 
on their competencies in accordance to different domains. Correspondingly, 
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candidates may be awarded with different marks if they are to be rated using 
analytical scoring and will challenge the accuracy of raters’ rating. On top of 
that, candidates cannot be guided in the domains that in actual they have not 
mastered. 

Finally, differential severity/leniency leads to awarding certain groups of can-
didates with higher or lower marks than they are entitled according to mea-
surement principles. This phenomenon takes place when raters are too severe or 
too lenient in assessing a certain group of candidates but manage to control their 
severity/leniency when marking other groups of candidates (Engelhard, 2007). It 
challenges rater accuracy standard because each candidate should be judged 
solely on their capabilities using the guidelines provided. 

4. Factors Influencing Rater Accuracy in Language Testing 

A growing body of literature has investigated factors influencing raters in scor-
ing candidates’ works. The employment of human raters to score students’ an-
swers is ubiquitous in any assessment setting either to be used for formative or 
summative purpose. It is exceptionally common in high-stakes assessment of 
language subjects to judge students’ production in speaking or writing test. 

Firstly, the effect of raters’ first language has proven to be inconsistent. Zhang 
& Elder (2014) learned that there is no significant difference between ratings 
done by native speaker raters and non-native speaker raters. Both raters’ in-
ter-rater and intra-rater reliability achieve the same standards. On the contrary, 
Jabeen (2016) discovered that inter-rater reliability among non-native raters are 
too low in comparison to native speaker raters. 

Secondly, raters’ familiarity towards candidates also shows contradictory 
findings. Winke & Gass (2013) who assigned raters that have ESL candidates’ 
first languages as their second languages figured out that such raters tend to be 
bias and compromise their ratings’ reliability. Lee (2017) concurred that raters 
who are familiar with candidates’ first languages score candidates with higher 
marks as compared to other raters who are not familiar of candidates’ first lan-
guages. However, Zhao (2017) observed the opposite when raters regardless of 
their familiarity with candidates’ first language generate indifferent ratings. 

In terms of raters’ rating experience, Isaacs & Thomson (2013) reported that 
experienced raters obtained higher level of agreement among them as against 
novice raters. Groups of raters with different level of rating experience can gen-
erate the same quality of ratings when a proper training is provided (Attali, 
2016). By assigning experienced raters to rate in four different scoring sessions 
with training provided prior to each session, Davis (2016) discovered that raters 
exhibited invariable pattern of ratings throughout the sessions. It is argued that 
rating experience is more powerful in determining raters’ ability to attain rating 
accuracy. 

Investigating on the influence of raters’ teaching experience, Hsieh (2011) 
concluded that teachers were more severe especially in assessing domains like 
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“accentedness” and “comprehensibility” as compared to non-teachers. Con-
versely, Song, Wolfe, Less-Petersen, Sanders, & Vickers (2014) observed differ-
ences of ratings between teachers and non-teachers were very minimal and not 
significant. Meanwhile, Zhao (2017) who has grouped study samples based on 
the length of teaching service years reported that experienced teachers were 
more severe towards scoring specification as opposed to novice teachers. More 
recently, Weilie (2018) corroborated findings by Song et al. (2014) by discover-
ing the same outcomes. Contradictory findings from the studies discussed above 
propose that teaching experience might be a valid factor in establishing accurate 
rating among raters. 

Finally, examining the effect of rater training, Kim (2015) has adopted three 
groups of raters; novice raters, intermediate raters and experienced raters and 
assigned them to rate in three scoring sessions using analytical scoring with rater 
training provided prior to each scoring sessions. Initially, experienced raters 
performed better than the other two groups of raters, but all the rater groups 
eventually managed to achieve targeted accuracy after the third scoring session. 
Meanwhile, Davis (2016) employed 20 experienced teachers without rating ex-
perience to receive rater training and score candidates’ answer samples. It was 
learned that raters’ severity remained consistent before and after the training yet 
level of agreement among raters improved at the end of the scoring sessions. Bi-
jani (2018) and Huang, Kubelec, Keng, & Hsu (2018) have chosen samples from 
experienced raters and inexperienced raters. Both studies concluded that the two 
groups of raters were able to attain the same standard of inter-rater reliability 
after rater training was given. Results from the mentioned studies suggested that 
rater training is influential in producing quality ratings especially when raters 
have no or limited experience in rating. 

5. Rater Accuracy in Malaysian Education System 

In Malaysian context, rater accuracy is much related to the recent revamp of 
teachers’ role in high-stakes assessment who are now assigned to be internal ra-
ters for their own students in Pentaksiran Tingkatan Tiga (PT3) starting from 
2014. The decision has since brought about changes as the assessment for lower 
secondary school students is no longer centralized nationally but managed re-
spectively by schools. Thus, schools now have the sole authority in choosing 
question sets, administering assessment-taking, marking and scoring students’ 
answers and finally reporting students’ results. Even though PT3 is managed by 
schools, the result is still used for high-stakes purposes such as to stream stu-
dents for their streamlines in the upper secondary schools. Therefore, turning a 
blind eye to PT3 raters’ accuracy is not an option. 

It is argued that rating accuracy is questionable when internal raters are ap-
pointed among candidates’ own teachers (Sundqvist et al., 2018) because teach-
ers have long played the role of knowledge disseminators who make daily inte-
raction with their students. The nature of teachers’ every-day tasks in classrooms 
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to enhance students’ learning and monitor their progression towards learning 
objectives is contradictory to the task of a rater who needs to judge and decide 
students’ future. Thus, how do we ensure teachers play both roles as knowledge 
disseminator and internal raters well? Interestingly, such a conundrum can be 
well-explained by Brunswik’s lens model. While teachers continue to function as 
students’ teachers in classrooms as usual, awareness about elements discussed in 
the model will enable teachers to become a quality rater. If teachers can com-
prehend that the process of rating students’ answers in assessment is indirect 
and their judgment is accomplished with the existence of many factors, accuracy 
in their ratings may be achieved. Consequently, even though PT3 is scored by 
candidates’ teachers, the standard for a high-stake assessment can be reached. 

6. Implication and Conclusion 

Variability among raters impacting rater accuracy is well explicated in the lens 
model. The model signifies that candidates’ performance is not directly observed 
as raters are also influenced by raters themselves, assessed domains and rating 
scales. Factors rooted from raters can significantly impact the overall marks re-
ceived by candidates. The factors include raters’ first language, raters’ familiarity 
with candidates’ language, rating experience, teaching experience and rater 
training. Even though rating error is inevitable, efforts need to be made to mi-
nimize such errors. Teacher raters need to meet up the standard of a good rater 
by considering factors such as teaching experience and rating experience. Next, 
rater training should be designed to yield raters with good exposure, under-
standing, determination and rating practice. Apart from including explanation 
about scoring scales, rubric, nature of the assessment items and scoring proce-
dures, raters need to be exposed to potential factors that can risk their rating ac-
curacy. They need to be able to discriminate aspects that should and should not 
be considered when scoring. Rater training should incorporate rating practice 
and feedback provision so that they are able to apply the how-to in operational 
scoring. Consideration should also be given to provide raters with basic know-
ledge on how to analyze their own ratings for them to avoid rating errors. 

The earlier discussion has reached corroboration that it is impossible to elim-
inate the fact that raters come to scoring scenes with their own background, 
professionalism and variability. Hence, the first step to manage their idiosyncra-
sy and mitigate rater effects is to acknowledge that raters are heterogeneous ra-
ther than struggling to achieve fictitious homogeneity. Then, raters should not 
allow themselves to be dominated by their own variability while scoring. Also, 
the education authority needs to focus on the appointment process of raters, the 
quality of rater training provided to raters, provision of continuous mentoring, 
feedback and guidance to raters, administration of monitoring programs and 
analysis of raters’ performance periodically. The discussion on rater accuracy 
should spark researchers’ interest to compare the quality of internal versus ex-
ternal raters. Variation among raters needs to be explored in relation to how 
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they lead to rater accuracy especially in a specific assessment setting. Contradic-
tory findings from existing studies on factors affecting rater accuracy may sug-
gest that a new research is needed to confirm the interaction among the factors. 
A mixed method research is also required to understand raters’ cognitive process 
while scoring by combining statistical analysis and qualitative method such as 
think-aloud protocols and stimulated recalls. 
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